
Overview of The National Center on Improving Literacy (NCIL)
The NCIL’s mission is to increase access to, and use of, evidence-based approaches to 
screen, identify, and teach pre-K to grade 12 students with literacy-related disabilities, 
including dyslexia.
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Note:  Greet participants and begin workshop with introductions as needed. Follow 
the facilitation procedure notes appropriate for the workshop session.

For the traditional blended and virtual dissemination models, activate the tutorial link 
and start with the introduction slide and then continue to the next slide. 

For the flipped blended dissemination model, ask participants in they have any 
questions about the purpose of NCIL’s tutorial on Supporting Your Child’s Literacy 
Development at Home.

Resource:  Distribute copies, review, and discuss the Supporting Your Child’s Literacy 
Development at Home literacy brief and infographic with participants. Tell 
participants that the session topic is related to the literacy brief.
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Note:  Participant learning objectives to communicate when the workshop begins.
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Note:  Click each icon to get the four key ways to pop up.  (See next  four slides for 
the information)
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Parents and caregivers play an important role in supporting children’s literacy 
development, especially when children are having difficulty.  You can support your 
child in four key ways - by listening, looking, helping, and encouraging - while you and 
your child participate in activities together. As you try out the literacy tips and 
activities in this module with your child, you can:
• Listen and note which sounds, letters, words, or ideas seem hard for your child 

when reading aloud or talking.
• Look and watch for the skills or tasks that appear difficult for your child.  See if 

they improve with practice.
• Help by pausing and giving your child a chance to correct a mistake.  Then try 

giving her a hint or prompt to figure it out.
• Encourage by talking with your child about the book or activity.  Offer praise when 

successful and reassure him when difficulties arise.
• Talk with your child’s early childhood provider or pediatrician to be sure that you’re 

supporting your child in skills that are developmentally appropriate.
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Today, you’ll be learning about:
• Reading with your child,
• Helping your child understand what is read,
• Helping your child with speech sounds,
• Helping your child sound out words, and
• Reading together to develop fluency.
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Note:  This slide explains why the topic is important/the session big ideas for 
elementary children.

Reading with your child helps your child learn new words and ideas; understand the 
purposes for reading; hear what reading sounds like; develop thinking and problem-
solving skills; and enjoy reading and learning.
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Reading with your child can promote her reading development.  Let’s listen to Dr. Jeanne 
Wanzek discuss how you can support your child’s literacy development at home.

Video: Play What are some things that we as parents can do to help our children at home? 
(1:22)  
Yeah, I think at home, you know it's really important to focus on your child's strengths as well 
as their weaknesses. It's easy when students are struggling, our children are struggling to 
think about their weaknesses. But really celebrate their strengths and do things that, you 
know, continue to build on those strengths. And one of the most important things you can do 
is to read with and to your child, and make a reading enjoyable at home. And that can be you 
know, reading to them, reading with them, audiobooks, and really discussing that and making 
it enjoyable. Talk about the interesting words that are in the books, what the words mean, 
what’s happening in the story or the information that is being given, what is the author trying 
to convey to the reader through this through this book or through this text, and really, you 
know, having discussions with your child about books and really making it an enjoyable 
experience. And children who receive really good effective instruction in school and find 
reading enjoyable become successful readers and can think critically about the text and really 
can thrive in those environments.

Guiding Question to Check for Understanding:  In what ways have you focused on 
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your child’s strengths related to reading at home?
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What does it mean to read with your child?

Note: Click each title so participants can hear more.  Click the “x” to close it out. (See 
four slides for pop out information)
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Reading with your child means you and your child read and talk about the book 
together.  It is interactive. This interactive conversation is a fun, purposeful way to 
share ideas. 
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You can read pictures, words, or use audiobooks. 
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Read and talk in the language you and your child feel most comfortable.
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Try reading both fiction and informational books. 

Activity:
Distribute the Process of Dialogic Reading handout.  Provide time for participants to 
pair up and use a picture book to apply the PEER sequence following The Process of 
Dialogic Reading handout.

Have pairs use sticky notes to mark the places in the book where they would apply 
part of the sequence, noting which part and what they would ask.  Have participants 
share out.
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You can get ready to read by finding a quiet, cozy spot so you both can listen and talk, 
let your child pick a book or choose one that matches her interests. It can be a book 
slightly harder than she can read on her own.  Finally, follow your child’s lead and 
keep it fun.

Guiding Questions to Check for Understanding: How does talking about books help 
your child learn to read? How has what you’ve learned influenced your thinking about 
reading with your child?
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Ask smart questions to help your child understand what she reads.  Ask questions 
that your child can answer with more than one or two words.  Ask questions that 
have your child use information from the story to answer.  Ask wh questions - who, 
what, where, when, and why - and how questions.  Ask questions about ideas or 
words from the book.

Activity:
Revisit the Process of Dialogic Reading handout.  Provide time for participants to pair 
up and use a picture book to apply the CROWD prompts following The Process of 
Dialogic Reading handout.  Have pairs use sticky notes to mark the places in the book 
where they would apply a prompt, noting which one and what they would ask.  Have 
participants share out.
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You can ask questions about stories or fiction books, which have a made-up chain of 
events, or informational or nonfiction reading material, which tell facts about the 
world.  Children often read stories and informational reading material for different 
reasons and use different strategies to make sense of what they’re reading. 

Note:  Click the Stories and Informational Material tiles so participants can see 
questions for each.  (see the next two slides for pop out information)
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Stories - Why did the character do what he did?  What else could she have done?  If 
you were in the story, what would you have done?
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Informational material - Why do birds fly South for the winter?  What would happen if 
you planted a tree in the desert?  Why is it important to recycle?
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Try to read both stories and informational material with your child, like magazines, 
newspapers, and instructional manuals.  Informational reading material, especially on topics 
matched to your child’s interests, can motivate and help her persist when reading is difficult.  
It also builds your child’s background knowledge on topics she wants to know more about.  
Why else should you read informational books with your child?  Click watch video to learn 
more.

Video:  Play Bringing Nonfiction to Life  (1:55)
Shakara Helaire volunteers for The Reading Connection in Washington, D.C. Her assignment: 
get these three girls excited about reading, and vegetables. Reading with enthusiasm is a 
great start. Non-fiction books with interesting facts and bright, vivid pictures help kids get 
excited about science and other subjects they'll learn about in school. Turns out Shakara’s got 
a good crowd. She encourages their participation, which is great for their comprehension 
skills. Stephanie Berman is the program manager at The Reading Connection. They’re asking 
the child questions about what they're encountering, the unfamiliar words, and helping the 
child to relate the book to their everyday experience.  Always remember to read with 
expression, not only because it makes reading exciting, but also because it provides a model 
of fluent reading. The vocabulary that's in picture books is often different than the 
vocabulary that's used in conversation, so it really helps to build vocabulary. 
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Guiding Question to Check for Understanding:  How did Shakara engage the girls in the 
reading experience?  How could you tell the girls were engaged?
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Note:  This slide explains why the topic is important/the session big ideas.

You can ask questions that help your child to make connections or take a guess.  

Note:  Click Make Connections and Take a Guess so participants can find out more. 
(see next slide for the pop out information)
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Questions can direct your child to make connections to her life, what your child 
knows, or the ideas in the book.  Questions can direct your child to take a guess 
about what the story might be about, what might happen next, or why a character 
did something.  Help your child use the book title, pictures, or information read as 
clues.
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Engage your child by asking questions before, during, and after reading.  Click on each 
idea to learn more.

Note: Click each idea so participants can learn more. Click the X to close it out.
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Before reading, look at the cover and talk about what the story might be about.  For 
example, let’s read the title and look at the picture.  What do you think this story 
might be about?
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During reading, ask your child about letters, sounds, words, or ideas. Make 
connections between the book and what your child knows. Look for words your child 
doesn't know and talk about what the words mean.  For example, that’s the word 
exhausted.  It means to feel so tired you can hardly move.  What’s the word?
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After reading, ask your child what happened in the story.  Have her make 
connections.  For example, what was the story about? Why is it important to know 
about...?  What was the problem?  How was the problem solved?  Let’s look at
questions you can ask your child when reading fiction and information books or 
nonfiction.

Resource:  Distribute, review, and discuss the Try It Out resources with participants.  
Tell participants these are some example questions they can ask their child when 
reading fiction and nonfiction books together.

Resource:  Distribute, review, and discuss Route to Reading: Help Your Child See the 
Journey’s End with participants.  Tell participants they can use bookmark when 
reading together with their child to support his or her understanding.

Note:  This completes Session 1:  Reading with Your Child and Helping Your Child 
Understand What is Read
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Note:  This slide explains why the topic is important/the session big ideas.

Learning how speech can be broken into parts lays the foundation for breaking 
smaller sound parts in speech.  Be sure to check with your child’s teacher to see what 
skills your child is learning so you can practice at home.

Resource:  Distribute, review, and discuss Route to Reading: Tune-up in the 
Community with participants. Tell participants they can carry this tip card with them 
to help their child practice speech sounds and letters during everyday life.
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Show your child how she can break down sentences into words.  Say a sentence 
aloud and ask your child to count or tap the number of words in the sentence.  For 
example, say slowly, the boy ate two pieces of pizza.  Your child then says each word 
while counting or tapping them.  Let’s see how you can do it yourself.

Resource:  Distribute, review, and discuss the Try It Out resource with participants.  
This activity focuses on separating 3- and 4- word sentences into individual words.   
Have participants pair up and practice the Words In a Sentence procedure together, 
each taking turns being the adult and child.  Ask participants to share ways to 
personalize or modify the activity for their child.
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Next, talk about how some words can be broken down into smaller words and how to 
put two words together to make another word.  You say, sometimes you can put two 
words together to form another word.  For example, if I put straw and berry together, 
I get strawberry.  What do you get if you put book and shelf together?  Your child 
says, bookshelf.  You say, that’s right!  You can also break some words into smaller 
words.  What do you get if you take the cow out of cowboy?  Your child says, boy?  
You say, that’s right!

Resource:  Distribute, review, and discuss Route to Reading: Help Your Child Fuel Up 
with participants.  Tell participants they can use this bookmark when reading 
together with their child to help him or her with speech sounds.
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Once successful, help your child break words into syllables.  A syllable is a part of a 
word that has one vowel sound.  Place your hand under your chin and notice 
together the number of times your chin moves down as you say a word slowly.  Now 
have your child try.  Hold up or tap a finger for each syllable as you say a word.  Now 
have your child try.  Let’s look at some syllable games and information. 

Review and discuss the Try It Out resource (syllable game information included on 
the website) with participants, reading aloud the section on why teach about 
syllables.  Show how the page contains videos and example activities.  If time 
permits, play the video and review a couple example activities.

Guiding Questions to Check for Understanding: How do speech sounds relate to 
reading and writing? How has what you’ve learned influenced your thinking about 
helping your child with speech sounds and letters?
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Note:  This slide explains why the topic is important/the session big ideas.

Correctly linking sounds to letters to sound out words helps your child read new 
words, recognize familiar words, and understand what is being read.  Be sure to check 
with your child’s teacher to see what skills your child is learning so you can practice at 
home.
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Want to check your letter sound pronunciations?  Click each video to hear the correct way to say each consonant and vowel 
sound.

Video:  Play Vowels (1:07) Now let's think about the vowel sounds. Each vowel has a long sound and a short sound. For 
example, the letter ‘A’ has the short sound /ă/as in apple, and the long sound /ā/ as in ape. The letter ‘E’ has a short sound /ĕ/ 
as in egg, and a long sound /ē/ as in eagle. The letter ‘I’ has the short sound /ĭ/ as in itch, and the long sound /ī/ as in ice. The 
letter ‘O’ has the short sound /ŏ/ as in otter, and the long sound /ō/ as in ocean. And the letter ‘U’ has the short sound /ŭ/ as in 
up, and the long sound /ū/ as in unicorn. 

Review the check for understanding at the end of the video and ask participants to discuss the answer with their tablemates. 
Poll participants on the answer and click Submit to see if correct. Question: Together, how many sounds do the vowel letters 
make? -6 -10 (correct answer) -26

Video:  Play Consonants (3:13) So let's think about the sounds that the consonant letters make. As teachers, when we're 
working with students we want to be careful when we're saying the consonant sounds to just say the consonant sound and not 
add a vowel sound at the end of the consonant. 
You'll see what I mean as I go through the examples. The letter B says, /b/as in bug. The letter C has two sounds, a hard sound 
as in cup and soft sound as in celery. The Letter D says /d/ as in dog. The Letter F says /f/ as in fan. The letter G also has two 
sounds, a hard sound /g/ as in gasps and /j/ as in giant. The letter H says /h/ as in hot. The letter J says /j/ as in jump. The letter 
K says /k/ as in kite. The letter L says /l/ as in light. The letter M says /m/ as in moon. The Letter N says /n/ as in net. The letter P 
says /p/ as in pot. Q usually appears as the letter pattern ‘qu’ and has a quote sound as in the word queen. The Letter R says /r/ 
as in rug. The letter S  says /s/ as in sock. The letter T says /t/ as in tub. The letter V says /v/ as in van. The letter w says /w/ as in 
web. X has several sounds depending on where it appears in the word. At the beginning of the word, x has a sound like in the 
word xylophone. When it appears at the end of the word, it takes on a /Ks/ sound as in the word box. And when it appears in 
the middle of a word, it takes on a sound like in the word exit.  The letter Y says /y/ as in yell. And the letter Z says /z/ as in 
Zipper. 

Review the check for understanding at the end of the video and ask participants to discuss the answer with their tablemates. 
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Poll participants on the answer and click Submit to see if correct. Question: What three consonant letters can make more than
one sound? -W -G (correct answer) -K -J -X (correct answer) -C (correct answer)

Provide time for participants to pair up and practice making the consonant sounds.  Note: Encourage participants to “clip” the 
consonant sounds when saying them.  In other words, try not to add a vowel sound at the end (i.e., no schwa).
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Stretch and connect sounds together as much as possible to help your child sound 
out words.  Sounding out words smoothly helps children remember and combine 
sounds to arrive at the correct word.  Here is an example with the word man.  You 
say, how does this word start?  Your child says, /mmm/.  You say, then what’s the next 
sound?  Your child says, /aaa/.  You say, and then what sound comes next?  Your child 
says, /nnn/.  You say, what happens when you put them together?  Your child says, 
/mmmaaannn/.  You say, what is the word?  Your child says, man!

Resource:  Distribute, review, and discuss Route to Reading: Keep Your Child’s Engine 
Running with participants.  Tell participants they can use this bookmark when reading 
together with their child to help him or her sound out words.
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After your child connects the sounds together for a known word, ask: does the word 
make sense? Is it a real word? Do you know that word? Have your child check that 
the letters and sounds match.  For an unknown word, have your child read the word 
again.  Make sure he joined all the sounds together correctly.  Then, discuss the 
word’s meaning.

Resource:  Distribute, review, and discuss Route to Reading: Tune-up at Home with 
participants. Tell participants they can carry this tip card with them to help their child 
practice early literacy skills and understand ideas during everyday life.

Note:  This completes Session 2:  Helping Your Child with Speech Sounds and to 
Sound Out Words.
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Note:  This slide explains why the topic is important/the session big ideas.

Fluency is the ability to read words, phrases, sentences, and stories correctly, with 
enough speed and expression.  Reading aloud frequently helps your child develop 
reading fluency.  You can use everyday items around your house or in your 
community as reading material.  Let’s look at some examples.

Resource:  Distribute, review, and discuss the Read Tip resource with participants.  
Fluency is built through reading practice.  Talk about the suggested real-world reading 
tasks and ask for other ideas. 
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When reading aloud together, set a steady pace.  Slow down for difficult words and 
speed up once your child is comfortable.  Make sure the book is right for your child’s 
reading ability.  Show your child how you read like you talk so she can hear fluent 
reading. 

Note:  Provide time to model for participants what fluent reading sounds like by read 
aloud a picture book.

Guiding Question to Check for Understanding: In what ways did the reading sound 
like talking?
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Here are some approaches to try when reading aloud together.  Take turns reading 
continuous passages of a book.  For example, you read passage A, your child reads 
passage B, and you read passage C.  Read the same passage of a book aloud at the 
same time.  For example, you and your child read passage A.  Or, read a passage of a 
book aloud and then have your child read the same passage aloud.  For example, you 
read passage A, then your child reads passage A.

Note:  Pause and ask participants if they have questions or need clarification on any 
of the approaches.  Then, ask participants to select an approach and practice in pairs 
with a book.
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Building reading habits can set the stage for fluency development. Let’s learn more.

Video:  Play Raising Readers: Building Reading Habits (2:32) Welcome to this edition of our Raising 
Readers series, Building Reading Habits. Research shows that parents can do a great deal to help their 
children's reading and writing development. In this segment, I will be sharing two easy and effective 
ways that parents can help their children build better reading habits. Many parents worry that their 
children do not like to read and do not choose to read during their free time. Children who do not 
practice reading tend to fall behind in reading, so it is important to build your child's reading habit. 
When you set aside a daily family reading time, you can help your children get into the habit of reading 
for fun. Here are some suggestions to set up a family reading time. First, you'll want to pick a 15 to 30 
minute time that works well for your family schedule. For example, right after dinner or before your 
child's bedtime might work for your family. Pledge to have family reading time at least 4 to 5 times per 
week. Post a schedule for family reading time on the refrigerator or your family calendar so everyone 
knows when it will take place. Everyone reads during this time, including you. Family members can 
read independently, with a partner, or as a group. Family members should choose fun, interesting 
things to read. Finally, you'll want to take a few minutes to discuss what you've been reading. If your 
child has access to interesting, engaging books, magazines, and other reading materials, he or she will 
be more likely to read and to enjoy it. Here are some suggestions for how you can make interesting 
reading materials accessible to your child. Visit the public library on a regular basis. It is a free family 
outing and most libraries offer storytimes, book clubs, summer reading programs, and special events, 
free of charge. Librarians are a great resource for locating books and magazines that match your child's 
interests and reading level. Bookstores are also a great resource. Many bookstores offer storytimes, 
author presentations, and family activities. Your family may want to take a special outing to a 
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bookstore so your child can select a new book or magazine as a birthday or holiday gift. Another great 
idea to make reading materials accessible is to get a magazine subscription based on your child's 
interests or hobbies.

Guiding Questions to Check for Understanding: Which of the ways for building reading habits in the 
video seem interesting or doable to you and why?  Do you have other ideas for building reading 
habits? How does fluency relate to reading? How has what you’ve learned influenced your thinking 
about helping your child sound out words?
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Think about what you’ve learned about supporting your child’s literacy development 
at home to help Jane.  Jane has a child in fifth grade who is reading to learn in science 
and social studies.  What could Jane do to support her child’s word learning and 
understanding of new ideas?  Choose the answer that best fits.  Play word games and 
talk about interesting or unfamiliar words; read with her child; ask questions before, 
during, and after reading; or all of the above.  

Note:  Provide time for participants to review and discuss the scenario.  Then, ask 
participants to discuss the correct answer with their tablemates.  Poll participants on 
the answer and click Submit to see if correct. 

Check for Understanding: What could Jane do to support her child’s word learning 
and understanding of new ideas? Correct answer: All of the above

Resource:  Distribute copies, review, and discuss Route to Reading: Be Your Child’s 
Tour Guide with participants.  Tell participants they can use this bookmark when 
reading together with their child to support his or her literacy development.
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Note:  Slide to use for soliciting questions from participants and discussing answers 
on session content and related information at the end of the workshop.  Review the 
big ideas from all three sessions and clarify as needed.
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Note:  Slide for inserting contact information so participants can communicate with 
you after the workshop.
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